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1

Introduction

This deliverable contains an analysis of the Sistema Pubblico di Connettività (i.e., the Italian
Public Connectivity System) SPC network, based on the documents publicly available on the
web site of DigitPA (former CNIPA) and on some presentations given by the referees of Digit
PA within the MOTIA project.
The activity 4 was supposed to include also some experimental measurements on the real
infrastructure. Due to the withdrawal of DigitPA, such activity has not been performed.
Therefore only a methodological approach developed by ENEA has been presented.
The methodology used for the SPC analysis, in principle extendible to any infrastructure,
follows the best practices of software engineering as it is finalized to identify software
specifications for building a simulation environment for this domain, independently of the
technology (languages and tools) that can be used to carry out simulations.
This methodology consists of the following steps:
1. natural language description;
2. creation of a glossary containing the main terms of the domain and a textual
description of them;
3. identification of the concepts representative of the part of the domain to be modeled,
their properties and relationships, such as: taxonomies, dependencies, and so on;
4. construction of one or more (graphical) diagrams to represent the structural
conceptual models;
5. identification of actors and objects (entities) of the domain and specification of their
dynamic interactions (operations), through behavioural diagrams.
As an example of enabling technology, the CEML (Crisis and Emergency Modeling
Language) [1] [2] language and its simulation environment are considered in this report. Both
the CEML and the simulation environment have been developed at the ENEA. Thus, the
following steps allow specifying a scenario in formalism closer to the computer:
6. construction of the CEML model, representing structural aspects;
7. specification of behavioural aspects through rules.
The rest of this deliverable is organized as follows. The Section 2 gives an overview of the
Italian Public Connectivity System. The Section 3 presents a structural and behavioural
analysis of the SPC through the UML1 class and sequence diagrams. The Section 4 describes
the CEML language whereas the Section 5 presents how to model the SPC scenario addressed
in the Section 3 through the CEML. Then, the Section 6 presents the simulation of a
simplified scenario inspired by the SPC through the CEML framework. Finally, in the Section
7, conclusions are drawn.
2

The “Sistema Pubblico di Connettività”: an Overview

2.1 Introduction
The Sistema Pubblico di Connettività (i.e., Public Connectivity System) (SPC) [3] is defined
as the set of technological infrastructures and technical rules for development, integration and
diffusion of information and data of the Public Administration (PA). The SPC guarantees
security, confidentiality of information, protection and autonomy of information belonging to
each PA. The SPC supports federation of ICT infrastructures of PAs to achieve integrated
1

UML: Unified Modeling Language - http://www.uml.org/
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services based on shared rules. This integration allows to save money and time and to achieve
user-centered services. In this way, the PA do not have to ask the users data available at other
PAs, thus avoiding duplicate information and controls.
Furthermore, the SPC defines the enterprise architecture of the Italian PA (i.e., how to
integrate business processes and corresponding information systems). This architecture is
based on a SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) model.
The SPC has the following objectives:
1. providing a set of connectivity services shared among the interconnected PAs. The
functionalities, the level of quality and security of connectivity services are conceived
to satisfy different needs of PAs adhering to SPC.
2. granting the interaction among the central PA and local PA with other subjects
connected to the Internet and with networks of other institutions by promoting
delivery of high quality services to citizens and enterprises.
3. providing a shared infrastructure for information exchange, allowing interoperability
among all the existing PA networks, supporting its homogeneous development over all
the Italian country for the preservation of the devoted investments.
4. providing connectivity and cooperation services upon PAs requests, thus developing
an internal communication infrastructure.
5. realizing a provision model of multiple provider services coherent with ongoing
market.
6. guaranteeing the development of information systems within the SPC context assuring
data security, confidentiality of information, while respecting autonomy of
information belonging to each public administration (PA) and respecting the laws and
dispositions on protection of private data.
2.2 SPC General Features
As stated in the introduction, the SPC is a national interoperability framework. It defines the
preferential procedures to be adopted by PAs for their interoperability. This is assured by
rules and, above all, a list of the following services, belonging to national infrastructures
belonging to SPC:
• interoperability services;
• cooperation services;
• access services.
The SPC set up was attained by a set of competitive tenders published by DigitPA that have
allowed to sign a set of framework contracts (as commitment for the PA) concerning the
different components of the system: transport, advanced interoperability, and applicative
cooperation.
SPC services are provided to some hundred PAs over thousand of sites located in the whole
Italian national territory and, through the interconnection with the International Public
Administration network, i.e., Rete Internazionale Pubbliche Amministrazioni (RIPA), over all
foreign sites. Due to the importance of ICT networks with respect to production processes of
PA, a crucial aspect of SPC is represented by high quality requirements of availability and
security.
2.3 Main Players Involved in the SPC
DigitPA is in charge of managing all the shared resources of the SPC and the operative
structures devoted to control and supervising. Moreover, it is involved in the design,
realization, management, and evolution of the SPC (see D. Lgs. 39/1993). Finally, it supports
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the Coordination Commission in achieving its objectives.
Coordination Commission heads the SPC. In particular, its responsibilities consist in:
• assuring cooperation among PAs and respecting their respective roles and tasks;
• promoting the evolution of the organizational model and of the technological
infrastructure of the SPC taking into account the changes in the needs of PAs and in
the opportunities derived from technological evolution;
• verifying quality and security of services provided by SPC provider;
• promoting the receipt of standards needed to guarantee connectivity, basic
interoperability and security of the system.
Further tasks concern advanced interoperability services and applicative cooperation.
SPC Providers are assignee providers in charge of providing parts of the whole connectivity.
The QXN (spiegare acronimo) Consortium is the interconnection network among providers
guaranteeing interoperability of the whole system.
SPC Management Center (CG-SPC) supports Coordination Commission in its activities. It
has the following goals:
• gauging and collecting data related to performance, availability, and security level of
the SPC in order to document that service level agreement is respected by providers;
• providing centralized services for applicative cooperation, that central software
components make available in order to guarantee applicative exchange among two or
more cooperation domains;
• managing security aspects;
• training SPC service providers;
• providing entities involved in SPC and external entities with technical reports;
• providing public administrations with learning and consultancy services.
The SPC has the goal to provide the Italian PAs with connectivity and security services. The
PAs, considered by the law in the art. 1, comma 1, decr. leg. 12-02-1993, n.39, must sign an
OPA contract with the assignee provider. However, also the other PAs, not included in the
above mentioned law, can sign the same contracts.
2.4 SPC Architecture
SPC can be seen as partitioned in different parts according to the considered scope (Figure 1).
In the following, the different scopes are briefly presented.
• Intranet or single PA scope, where all the sites of the PA located in the whole national
territory are connected together. In this case, each PA has only a single provider.
• Infranet or interconnected PAs scope, where both PAs assigned to the same provider
and those to different providers through the QXN are connected together;
• Internet or PAs and external user scope, where PAs and external users, receiving their
services, are connected together.
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Figure 1. SPC architecture overview2

2.5 Transport Services
Transport services provide PAs with all functionalities characterizing IP neworks. To this end,
providers have to guarantee the transport of all protocols and applications that can be
transported over IP according to the different Service Classes defined by the “Capitolato
Tecnico” (i.e., technical annex).
The choice of technology used to deliver transport services is left to provider.
These services allow PA to access and communicate via IP in the three contexts considered
by SPC: Intranet, Infranet, and Internet.
The transport services can be delivered according to the below modalities:
•

“always-on”: through technologies allowing permanent accesses (e.g., xDSL, SDH,
i.e., Synchronous Digital Hierarchy);

•

“dial-up”: through technologies allowing accesses to commutation switching PSTN,
ISDN;

•

“wireless”: through technologies allowing accesses to radio frequency transmission.

Every modality is characterized by different functional and performance parameters.
2.6 QXN
The SPC includes a network, named QXN, to connect together the Qualified Internet Service
Provider (Q-ISP) networks of the DigitPA and to deliver communication services among
PAs.
Participants to the QXN network are the Internet Service Providers (Q-ISP), qualified by the
DigitPA for provision of telecommunication services to the Public Administrations.
The QXN network is an Internet eXchange Point for data traffic exchanged between PAs
participating to the SPC. In particular, the typologies of “traffic” flowing through the QXN
node are:
1. Infranet: consisting of the data traffic generated by two or more sites of different PAs
participating to the SPC, that are connected to different Q-ISP in accordance with the
2

This picture has been provided by DigitPA.
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“Offerta Per le Amministrazioni” (OPA) (i.e., Offering for the Administrations)
protocol.
2. Intranet/Infranet in OPO modality: consisting of the data traffic exchanged between
two or more sites of the same PA, partly connected to an assignee Q-ISP (Wind,
British Telecom, Telecom Italia) and partly to the network of the responsible Q-ISP
(FastWeb) in accordance with the “Offerta Per gli altri Operatori” (OPO) (i.e., Offer
for Other Operators) protocol.
The QXN infrastructure consists of 4 CISCO 7609 devices (BRqxn, i.e., Bridge for qualified
exchange network), mutually connected through redundant geographical links (that is
physical cables). The selected devices offer performances adequate to the QXN network
requirement, both from the perspective of routing and switching capabilities and from the
perspective of availability of physical network interfaces.
These devices are located in two different geographical sites: the public NXP (Neutral
eXchange Point) in Milano (MIX-it, i.e., one of motia partners) and the public NXP in Rome
(NaMeX again a partner in motia project).
The technology used to connect the two devices in each node is of the type GigabitEthernet in
optical fiber. The configuration GigaEtherChannel is used between two devices of the same
geographical nodes. Its goal is to aggregate 4 GigabitEthernet connections in optical fiber into
a single logic circuit.
The two geographical circuits are realized using SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy)
transport technology, with circuits protected in the local queue (long distance PoP node) and
with totally independent paths. The initial dimension of each “geographical” circuit is 100
Mbps. The transport device for each NXP (ADM3 1660) is completely redundant in its
common parts (e.g., matrix or power supply) and a possible software upgrade requires only
few seconds. Each BRqxn will be connected through a GigabitEthernet to a different device
of the ADM.
Depending on the future needs of the traffic, the band of each circuit will be possibly
upgraded to 1 Gbps, by using the ADM 1660 devices and the same physical connections.
How two QXN nodes are connected together is presented in the below Figure 2.

3

ADM: A-Drop Multiplexer, typically Alcatel-Lucent ADM 1660
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Figure 2 How two QXNs are connected together
2.7 Interconnection for transport of OPA native traffic in OPO modality through QXN
network (OPO offer)
According to the OPO offer, each assignee provider of the multi-provider SPC tender has to
be connected with the QXN network through dedicated devices, named BRopo, or,
alternatively, by using the same devices (i.e., BRqxn) used for the OPA connection. The
precondition is that the assignee provider has signed an OPO executive contract with the
responsible provider (FastWeb).
In case of a single device used by the Q-ISP for both the OPA and the OPO interconnecting
services, the interfaces for the OPO connection will be physically distinct from those for the
OPA connection.
In the case of a device devoted to an OPO service, the BRopo can be either a PE (Provider
Edge) or a CPE (Customer Provided Equipment) “VRF aware” (VPN Routing and
Forwarding).
The level of trust and redundancy is demanded to the Q-ISP. This level depends on the
number of BRopo, that each Q-ISP can place in a QXN node, considering the limit of two
BRopo devices for each QXN node.
The interconnecting BRopo for each VPN client will be unique for each QXN node.
Consequently, each Q-ISP can be autonomous in choosing if defining all the VLAN and BGP
sessions on the same device or distribute VLAN/BGP sessions on the couple of available
devices.
Independently of the typology of device preferred by the SPC assignee provider (either BRqx
with BRopo functionality or devoted device, either single or double for each node), the basic
modality of interconnection indicates that the Q-ISP interfaces its network to the QXN in both
the nodes of Roma and Milano (considering as principal QXN node that of Roma and as
backup node that of Milano).
Consequently, all OPO traffic exchanged between FastWeb and each assignee SPC provider
will be in Rome and, only in case of a fault causing the unavailability of the principal
connection, in Milano.
Alternatively, due to a specific request of an assignee provider and/or of a SPC responsible
provider (that has to be agreed with the QXN and with the other interconnected SPC
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provider), the traffic can be exchanged with priority in Milano and in Rome only in case of
fault of the node defined as principal. It is demanded to the responsible and assignee provider
to agree on the routing policies more appropriate to be adopted inside their IP backbone to
guarantee the symmetry of OPO traffic through the QXN connection.
In each QXN node, the OPO interconnection will be initially realized by each Q-ISP through
a single BRopo with two 1 GBE ports linked with the couple of BRqxn (where the traffic will
be balanced).
In case the band requested for connecting FastWeb and the SPC assignee provider exceeds 1
Gbps, two alternatives can be considered and evaluated with respect to the technical and
economic feasibility analysis. This possible analysis will be jointly performed by FastWeb,
the QXN, and the requesting SPC assignee provider. The mentioned alternatives are the
following:
• To realize the additional band by incrementing the ports to 1 GBE (GigaBit
Ethernet) towards each BRqxn of both QXN nodes. The incremental ports, in the
Q-ISP, can be placed either in the BRopo machine or in two distinct BRopo
machines, distributing the traffic of the requested VLAN (Virtual Local Area
Network), to minimize the number of the employed ports (reducing the
implementation complexity and the costs). This solution cannot be adopted when
the single VLAN associated to the VPN of a PA exceeds the 1 Gbps band.
• To realize the additional band through 10 GBE ports placed in each BRqxn of both
the QXN nodes. This solution is mandatory in case the single VLAN associated the
VPN of a PA has more than 1 Gbps band.
3

SPC Domain Analysis

The previous chapter represents a “natural language” description of the SPC system, as
provided by its owner (the DigitPA). The first step to any type of analysis & modeling is to
turn the former description into a formal one based on an assessed language closer to the
computer formalism. This fundamental step will be referred to as “conceptualization”.
In this chapter the main concepts of the SPC network and their relationship, relevant to the
objective of simulation, are represented in conceptual models in the form of UML class
diagrams. These refer to the connectivity and security services, showing their attributes and
inter-connections. Also, the services interaction protocols are specified through some usage
scenarios in the form of UML sequence diagrams. In some sense, the presentation in this
chapter represents a repetition of the above description of the SPC in natural language. The
conceptualization is the first necessary step to any mathematical or logical analysis.
3.1 Connectivity services taxonomy
The models have been constructed in a top-down manner, starting from a diagram that shows
the main services and their relationship, whereas the details of each service are shown in
separate diagrams.
Figure 3 shows a taxonomy of the SPC Connectivity Services. These include the transport
services, with the support services such as the DNS system, and the basic interoperability
services, such as email.
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Figure 3 Network Services

3.2 Connectivity Services
Connectivity services are devoted to transmit data, multimedia resources and to transport
phone calls. They allow exchange of documents among PAs and among them and citizens and
enterprises. They include transportation and basic interoperability services.
3.3 The transport service category
Essentially, the transport services enable communication between PA sites or of a PA site
with an external application. The following analysis abstracts from communication routing at
TCP-IP level and from the underlying physical infrastructure, as it concentrates just on the
communication between application nodes and the SPC routing mechanism.
3.3.1 Conceptual model
The characteristics of these services and the network on which they operate are described in
Figure 4.
The transport service provides connections between application nodes of the network through
some SPC infrastructure services. Application nodes can be: a PA site, which collects
requests from PA users, or an external application (user). Also, a PA may be made of one or
more PA sites, and all of these (also belonging to different PAs) are connected through SPC
infrastructure services. In general, a net connection can be of the following types: intranet,
infranet (SPC dedicated connection) and internet. These connections are enabled by 4 internet
service providers under two types of contract: one responsible provider enables OPA (Offer to
PA) connections, and three assignee providers enable OPO (Offer to other Provider Operator)
connections to the responsible provider.
Furthermore, the network connection may be based on three different technologies: always
on, wireless and dial up, each providing a different Quality of Service (QoS).
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Figure 4: Transport services: network model
The infrastructure level nodes of the network may be of two types, namely Q-ISP and QXN
services. The former are provided by one responsible network provider, and three assignees,
whereas QXN services consist of two exchange points, positioned in Roma and Milano, for
traffic coming from, and directed to, different Q-ISP services on a SPC dedicated line
(infranet).
Internally, a Q-ISP service is made of: one or more PE routing nodes, receiving connection
requests from PA sites; four BRqx (bridge routers), one pair (one redundant component) for
connections to each QXN service; one or two BRopo that allow to connect the Q-ISP with a
QXN service in OPO mode i.e., these routers are used to connect the Q-ISP services of two
different providers based on a OPO contract, via QXN (infranet) or directly via intranet The
selection of a specific QXN service by a Q-ISP happens according to the following priority
rules:
1. the OPA traffic from/to a specific PA should always go through the same QXN node;
2. the OPO traffic should go through the QXN service positioned in Roma.
Furthermore, Q-ISP services allow internet connections from/to a PA site. In case of complete
QXN faults, communication between Q-ISPs happens via internet. However, some PAs do
not allow publishing services in the internet. In this case, these are only reachable within the
SPC network.
A QXN node is composed by two BRqxn, to be connected to the corresponding pair of
BRqxn of each Q-ISP. These BRqxn are connected to each other to enable routing the traffic
between two different Q-ISP services, both operating as OPA or as OPO. To be noted that a
QXN service only allows infranet types of connections, as specified in the first OCL invariant
(top left note). The second invariant tells that connections towards/from external
users/applications is only possible via internet. Similarly, another OCL invariant could be
written that constraint PA sites of the same PA to just use the intranet type of connection.
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3.3.2 Behaviour specification
This section contains part of the specification of the behaviour of the SPC transport services,
that is, just the routing examples provided by Digit PA, and abstracted from DNS resolution
addresses, which will be treated in the subsection devoted to the support services category.

Figure 5: Network connection scenarios (I)
Scenario 1 The simplest scenario is that of a connection (for example HTTP) between two PA
sites of the same PA (that has been named PA1), namely, PA1site1 and PA1site2 (see top of
Figure 5). A user positioned in PA1site1 requires a service published at PA1site2, using the
SPC intranet. He/she connects with the server PA1site1, which forwards the request to QISP1 service, the Q-ISP service that manages all the connections from/to PA1 sites. Q-ISP1
internally applies some routing through one of its PE components and then it requires an
intranet OPA connection to PA1site2. The connection is then opened.
Scenario 2 An alternative scenario is that of a connection (for example HTTP) between a PA
site (PA1) and an external application (see bottom of Figure 5). A user positioned in PA1site1
wants to access to an external service. He/she connects with the server PA1site1, which
forwards the request to Q-ISP1 service. This internally applies some routing through one of
its PE components and then requires an internet connection to the external site through a
router (BR).
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Figure 6: Network connection scenarios (II)
The scenarios in Figure 6 refer to OPA connections between PA sites of different PAs. Two
cases may occur: the PA sites belong to the same Q-ISP or to two different Q-ISPs of the
same resp. provider.
Scenario 3 A user positioned in PA1site1 wants to access to a service published at PA2site2.
The PA1site1 server, which represents his/her access point, forwards the request to Q-ISP1
service. This, after some routing through one of its PE components, recognizes PA2 within its
domain and so it requires a infranet (dedicated) OPA connection directly to PA2site2.
Scenario 4 More complex is the case where PA1 and PA2 belong to two different Q-ISPs, as
it requires the use of a QXN service. A user positioned in PA1site1 wants to access to a
service published at PA2site2. The PA1site1 server, which represents his/her access point,
forwards the request to Q-ISP1 service. This, after some routing through one of its PE
components, recognizes that PA2 is not inside its domain and so forwards the connection
request to one of the two QXN services through a BRqxn component in infranet OPA mode.
The QXN service will then route the request via infranet OPA to Q-ISP2, which will then
reach PA2site2.
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Figure 7: Network connection scenarios (III)
Figure 7

show examples of usage of OPO connections through the QXN service.

Scenario 5 This scenario (top of Figure 7) deals with the case where a user positioned in
PA1site1 requires a service published at PA2site2, where connections of PA1 are managed by
Q-ISP1 and those of PA2 by Q-ISP3. After receiving a connection request to PA2site2 by
PA1site1, the service Q-ISP1 resp forwards the request via infranet OPO to one of the two
QXN nodes (and one BRopo router). The QXN service creates an OPO infranet connection
with Q-ISP3, which will reach PA2site2 via intranet OPA.
Scenario 6 This scenario (bottom of Figure 7) presents the possibility of an internet connection
to an external application by using the OPO relationship between two providers. A user
positioned in PA1site1 wants to access to an external application. The service Q-ISP1, to
which PA1site1 is connected, connects via infranet OPO to one of the two QXN nodes (and
one BRopo router), which will connect via OPO to Q-ISP2. This, after some internal routing
involving a PE component, will connect to the external application via internet though a BR.
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Figure 8: Network connection scenarios (IV)
The last scenarios (see Figure 8) show the possibility of hybrid OPA and OPO connections.
Scenario 7 This scenario (see top of Figure 8) presents an usage of the OPO relationship
between two Q-ISP of the same PA to connect two different sites of the same PA.
A user positioned in PA1site1 requires a service published at PA1site2, where connections of
PA1 can be both managed by Q-ISP1 and Q-ISP2. After receiving a connection request to
PA1site2 the service Q-ISP1 forwards the request via infranet OPO to one of the two QXN
nodes (and one BRopo router). The QXN service creates an OPO infranet connection with QISP2, which will reach PA1site2 via intranet OPA.
Scenario 8 This scenario (see bottom of Figure 8), which is the most complex among those
presented, shows another possible usage of the OPO relationship between responsible and
assignee providers of the same Q-ISP to connect different PAs and different Q-ISPs. A user
positioned in PA1site1 requires a service published at PA2site2, where connections of PA1
are managed by Q-ISP1 and those of PA2 by Q-ISP3. After receiving a connection request to
PA2site2 the service Q-ISP1 forwards the request via infranet OPO to the QXN service (and
one BRopo router), in order for it to involve the Q-ISP3 to the creation of the connection.
Thus, the QXN service creates an OPO infranet connection with Q-ISP3, which, in turn, will
connect via OPA to the QXN service (in fact, to the other QXN node). This will forward the
request to Q-ISP3 via infranet OPA, that will reach PA1site2 via intranet OPA.
Please, note that, as described in the conceptual model subsection, whenever both OPO and
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OPA modes are used in routing a connection request through the QXN service, the OPO
connections will be primarily forwarded to the QXN node of Roma. Therefore, in this case,
both QXN nodes (Roma and Milano) may be involved (the Milano node for OPA
connections).
3.4 The support service category
Within SPC, this category includes the DNS services, with aim of maintaining the DNS traffic
inside the SPC network, such as PA addresses resolutions, and the visibility of their published
services.
3.4.1 Conceptual model
As shown in Figure 9, the DNS service is spread at three levels, namely at PA, Q-ISP and QXN
level. Indeed, the management of IP addresses (public and SPC) of hosts of the various PAs
happens according to a distributed architecture, where each PA has associated a DNS SPC PA
service containing all records of its host, and these are propagated to the DNS SPC Q-ISP
service of the Q-ISP to which the PA refer. In turn, all of the SPC addresses are propagated to
the DNS SPC QXN service from the various DNS SPC Q-ISPs. Also, each Q-ISP manages
public DNS servers to the purpose of connecting to public hosts, that is, public addresses of
the PAs are also replicated on the DNS internet server.

Figure 9: Support services: DNS SPC network
The records of the hosts are grouped in zones, which may be public, i.e., consisting of public
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addresses only (visible both from the internet and from SPC), or SPC wide, i.e., made of both
public hosts and infranet (SPC private) hosts.
3.4.2 Behaviour specification
Two types of scenarios are possible for a DNS query, namely, resolution of an infranet host
and of an internet host.

Figure 10: DNS query scenario (infranet case)
Scenario 1 This scenario (see Figure 10) presents the case of a DNS query for an infranet host,
that is, the resolution of an address inside the SPC network. A user positioned in a PA1 site
wants to use a service published by PA2. The application server of PA1, which represents the
contact point of all PA1 sites, formulates the DNS query to the DNS PA1 service. This does
not recognize it within its records and so forwards the query to the DNS Q-ISP1 service
(where Q-ISP1 is the reference Q-ISP of PA1). At this point, two alternative case may
happen: either the PA2 host is present in the DNS Q-ISP1 records (i.e., PA2 is in the same QISP as PA1), or not. In the first case, the address is communicated back to the PA1 application
server, while in the second case the DNS query is forwarded to the DNS QXN service, which
will answer to it.
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Figure 11: DNS query scenario (internet case)
Scenario 2 This scenario (see Figure 11) presents the case of a DNS query for an internet host,
that is, the resolution of an outside the SPC network. A user positioned in a PA1 site wants to
use an external service. The application server of PA1, which represents the contact point of
all PA1 sites, formulates the DNS query to the DNS PA1 service. This does not recognize it
within its records and so forwards the query to the DNS Q-ISP1 service (where Q-ISP1 is the
reference Q-ISP of PA1), and, by this, to the DNS QXN service, which will query a public
internet DNS service.
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4

CEML language

4.1 Introduction
Recent natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes, floods, fires) and technical faults (e.g., power
outages) and their impact on critical infrastructures (CI)s and population have caused a
growing attention on how to manage crisis and emergency. In this context, CI services may
not work or could not guarantee an acceptable level of service.
To mitigate such effects, a promising approach is to simulate these scenarios. Simulation
allows creating a portfolio of virtual crisis and emergency management experiences to be
used, for instance, for training institutional operators with the responsibility of solving the
crisis.
A precondition to build effective simulation tools is the availability of a modeling language
and a modeling methodology allowing domain experts to build formally grounded models that
can be converted into simulation models. The MDA (Model-Driven-Architecture) approach
can help us to this aim as it provides methods and tools that can be used by domain experts,
i.e., institutional operators with a deep knowledge of crisis and emergency scenarios and with
not necessarily high-level IT skills. The first required feature of such language is the domain
adequacy, i.e., how the language is suitable to represent the addressed domain. This is
achieved by providing experts with modeling constructs and relationships better reflecting
their knowledge about the domain. Then the language has to permit modeling of both
structural and behavioural aspects. It has to be formally grounded to allow models to be
processed as source code of appropriate simulation programs. It has to be based on widely
accepted existing standards to support model interoperability. Finally, it has to be supported
by a graphical notation to allow intuitive and user-friendly modeling.
In this chapter we propose CEML (Crisis and Emergency Modeling Language) as an abstract
level language to model crisis and emergency management scenarios. In particular, we
describe the related CEML meta-model, consisting of a set of modeling constructs, a set of
relationships, a set of modeling rules, and its formalization using SysML4 and OCL5. Here,
we focus mainly on presenting how CEML supports structural modeling of an ICT-based
service deployment.
4.2 CEML Meta-Model
In this section we present the CEML meta-model, to guide modeler in representing the
structural aspects of a crisis and emergency scenario. A meta-model is a design framework
describing the basic model elements, the relationships between them, and their semantics.
Furthermore it defines rules for their use [6].
4.2.1 CEML Modeling Constructs
Abstract Service. It represents the active entity processing either a resource entity or a
message entity or a connectivity entity. It can be either a service (e.g., power house,
information service, electrical power grid) or a human service (e.g., fire brigades) or a
communication service (e.g., telecommunications provider).
Behaviour. It represents an operational feature of either a service or a human service or a
communication service or a user entity. This allows completing the structural model with
behavioural specifications.
4

OMG-SysML, "OMG Systems Modeling Language" version 1.2. Available at: http://www.omgsysml.org/.
2010.
5
J. Warmer and A. Kleppe, "The Object Constraint Language: Getting Your Models Ready for MDA" (2 ed.).
Addison-Wesley Longman Publishing Co., Inc., Boston, MA, USA, 2003.
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External event. It represents the active entity (e.g., failure, earthquake) affecting the
operational status of either a service entity or a human service entity or a communication
service entity or affecting the wellness of a user entity.
User. It represents the entity using or consuming a resource entity (e.g., hospital). It is
characterized by a wellness level.
Message. It represents information content exchanged in a communication.
Resource. It represents the passive entity processed by either a service entity or a human
service entity. It can be input to either another service entity or a communication service
entity or a human service entity or a user entity. It can contribute significantly to user’s
wellness level.
Connectivity. It represents, from a physical perspective, the output of a communication
service entity.
4.2.2 CEML Relationships
Resource Flow. It represents resource passing through ports from a service or human service
entity to either a user or a service or a human service or a communication service entity.
Connectivity Flow. It represents, from a physical perspective, the communication channel
provision (through ports) from a communication service entity to either a service or a human
service or a user or another communication service entity.
Message Flow. It represents, from a logical perspective, the exchange of information content
through ports between two of the following entities: service, human service, and user (e.g.,
between two services, between a service and a user).
Abstract Port. It represents the abstract entity linking either an abstract service entity or an
user entity to either one or more connectivity flow entities, or one or more message flow
entities, or one or more resource flow entities. It can be either a message port or a
communication port or a resource port.
Communication Port. It represents the abstract entity linking either a communication service
or a human service or a service or a user entity to one or more connectivity flow entities.
Message Port. It represents the abstract entity linking either a service or a human service or a
user entity to one or more message flow entities.
Resource Port. It represents the abstract entity linking either a service or a human service or a
communication service or a user entity to one or more resource flow entities.
Connection Port Group. It represents the abstract entity grouping one communication port
entity and one or more message port entities and belonging to either a service or a human
service or a user entity.
Impact. It represents how an external event entity affects one or more of the following
entities: service, communication service, human service, and user.
4.2.3 Modeling Rules
C1. An element can be categorized only as a modeling construct or as a relationship.
C2. A service element has 0..n incoming resource port elements, 1...n outcoming resource
port elements, and 0..n connection port group elements.
C3. A human service element has 0..n incoming resource port elements, 1...n outcoming
resource port elements, and 0..n connection port group elements.
C4. A communication service element has 0..n incoming resource port elements and 1..n
outcoming communication port elements.
C5. The service element, the human service element, and the communication service
element are specializations of the abstract service element.
C6. The message port element, the communication port element, and the resource port
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element are specializations of the abstract port element.
C7. Every abstract service element is characterized by 0..n behaviour elements.
C8. Every abstract service element is affected by 0..n external event elements by means of
the impact element.
C9. A user element has 0..n incoming resource port elements and 0..n connection port
group elements.
C10. A user element is affected by 0..n external event elements by means of the impact
element.
C11. A message flow element is linked to 1..n message elements and holds between two
message port elements belonging to two connection port group elements.
C12. A resource flow element is linked to 1..n resource elements and holds between 2
resource port elements. The resource flow element is directed from a resource port element
belonging either to a service or human service element and to a resource port belonging
either to an abstract service element or to an user element.
C13. A connectivity element is directed from a communication port element, belonging to a
communication service element, to a message port element, belonging to a connection port
group.
4.2.4 Meta-model formalization
In order to equip the language with a sort of formal grounding, so that smart editors could be
defined with validation facilities, we identified SysML [7] a standard language sponsored by
OMG (Object Management Group), as a good candidate. SysML comes as a profile of UML
2.0, that is, extends the UML meta-model with constructs to enable “system” other than
“software” modeling and provides some new diagram types. Therefore, SysML inherits all the
advantages of UML: the multi-views representation of a system model; the simplicity of the
notation, which is addressed to stakeholders with different levels of technical knowledge; the
xml schema for tools interoperability (XMI); and finally the “semi-formal” specification,
which has been better clarified starting from version 2.0, that allows model-driven
development to take place. Our meta-model is an application of SysML profile tailored to
critical infrastructures modeling and, as such, it is a domain-specialization of a subset of
SysML. We do this by creating a new profile following the stereotype extension mechanism
specified by UML.
Specifically, we consider the components of the Internal Block Diagram of SysML, which is
based on the Block entity. According to the OMG specification, blocks “are modular units of
a system description, which define a collection of features to describe a system or other
elements of interest. These may include both structural and behavioural features, such as
properties and operations, to represent the state of the system and behaviour that the system
may exhibit”.
Figure 12 shows the relationship of the User and AbstractService constructs of the CEML
meta-model with the Block entity of SysML. They can have a behaviour specified and can be
connected with other blocks through ports. However, differently from services, a User does
not provide functions/resources to other model elements. Note that the User construct in the
CEML meta-model cannot be mapped to the UML (or SysML) Actor meta-class as we intend
the User be inside the model (and not part of the environment).
Flow ports are introduced in SysML as a specialization of UML ports “to specify the input
and output items that may flow between a block and its environment”. Flow ports are
generally typed with respect to the item that can flow (in, out, or inout). In our meta-model we
decided to introduce three port types as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 12 CEML Abstract Service Hierarchy and User
In order to relate the message flow generating from a service/user with the transport mean that
allows it (e.g., internet connection), we identified a particular type of (non-atomic) Flow Port,
namely the Connection Port Group, with the aim of grouping together one or more message
ports with one (in) communication port.

Figure 13. CEML Ports
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The specialization of Flow Ports in three types obviously requires that also Item Flow be
specialized accordingly. We omit here the picture for space reasons. The type of the item that
can flow through an atomic port (e.g., water, power) in SysML is specified by the
FlowProperty stereotype, which can be simply a label. In our case, we want to distinguish
between: message, connectivity, and resource, which we define as a specialization of
FlowProperty. Instead, non-atomic Flow Ports in SysML are defined through a
FlowSpecification object, which is a collection of FlowProperty objects, each referring to a
single item. In SysML, items flow through Connectors, used to link blocks. For graphical
convenience only, we defined a SysML connector specialization for message flow to represent
it as a dashed arrow line (see Table II below).
As we want to design analysis scenarios for crisis management, we need to represent the
events that may happen and what services/users they may affect. Here we want to represent
just the type of the external event, such as earthquake, flood, and so on, and its “affecting”
relationship to one or more scenario entities. Therefore, we intend the event being an abstract
element outside the model (part of the environment) but influencing it, and so this definition
specializes that of the Actor in UML.
Finally, each kind of service or user element, being a UML Class, might be modeled
internally through a Behaviour object, which is the link to one or more behavioural
descriptions of the scenario that we will treat as future work.
The following tables include the list of all the constructs and relationships of the proposed
meta-model, with the corresponding formal notation describing the extension from the SysML
profile and UML references, and the graphical symbol we associated to them to be used in our
diagrams.
Table 1 CEML Modeling Constructs
Modeling Constructs

SysML Specification

Abstract Service

SysML::Blocks::Block:: AbstractService

Service

SysML::Blocks::Block:: AbstractService::Service

Human Service
Communication
Service
Behaviour

SysML::Blocks::Block:: AbstractService::Human
Service
SysML::Blocks::Block:: AbstractService::
CommunicationService
UML::CommonBehaviours::BasicBehaviours::
Behaviour

External Event

SysML::Actor::External Event

User

SysML::Blocks::Block:: User

Message

SysML::Property::Flow Property::Message

Resource

SysML::Property:: FlowProperty::Resource

Connectivity

SysML::Property:: FlowProperty:: Connectivity

Graphical
Notation
NA

NA

NA

Table 2 CEML Relationships
Relationships
Resource Flow

Definition

Graphical
Notation

SysML::Ports&Flows:: ItemFlow::ResourceFlow
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Relationships

Definition

Connectivity Flow

SysML::Ports&Flows:: ItemFlow::Connectivity

Message Flow

SysML::Ports&Flows:: ItemFlow::MessageFlow

Abstract Port
Connection Port
Group

SysML::Ports&Flows:: FlowPort

Message Port

SysML::Ports&Flows:: FlowPort::MessagePort

Communication Port

SysML::Ports&Flows:: FlowPort::CommunicationPort

Resource Port

SysML::Ports&Flows::
FlowPort::ResourcePort

Impact

SysML::Association:: Impact

Graphical
Notation

NA

SysML::Blocks::Block:: ConnectionPortGroup

In a UML profile, ”well-formedness” rules, such as the constraint listed in sub-section C, can
be encoded in OCL, which is a declarative formal language to express properties of UML
models. An OCL rule is defined within a context, that is, the element to which some Boolean
expression, specified by the rule, should apply. For sake of space, we give here only one
example of OCL implementation of the constraints of our meta-model.
C4. A communication service element has 0..n incoming resource port elements
and 1..n outcoming communication port elements.
Context SysML::Blocks::Block
self. oclIsTypeOf(CommunicationService) implies
(self.attributes->select(oclIsTypeOf(MessagePort))->size()=0) and (self.attributes>
select(oclIsTypeOf(CommunicationPort).direction=’out’)->size()>0) and (self.attributes->
select(oclIsTypeOf(CommunicationPort).direction=’in’)->size()=0) and (self.attributes->
select(oclIsTypeOf(ResourcePort).direction=’out’)->size()=0)
and (self.attributes-> select(oclIsTypeOf(ResourcePort).direction=’inout’)->size()=0)
and (self.attributes-> select(oclIsTypeOf(CommunicationPort).direction=’inout’)->size()=0)

4.3 CEML-light
To the purpose of the Motia EU Project, we consider only a subset of the CEML language
appropriate to model the SPC domain. This subset is named CEML-light.
CEML-light consists of the following constructs:
• Service, to model SPC services.
• Message, to model connection request messages at application level (ex. HTTP
requests) and DNS queries.
• Resource, to model service/application connections.
• User, to model beneficiaries of services.
• External event, to model external events affecting the operational level of the service.
Then, it consists of the following relationships:
• Resource Flow.
• Impact.
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5

CEML Model

A CEML model consists of a structural model represented by a network of services (the
nodes) linked by flow connectors, and several behavioural models, each associated with a
service of the network.
In this section, a specification of these models is provided, based on the conceptual and
behavioural diagrams described in section 3.
Any simulation model finalized to the analysis of the interdependencies in the SPC services
network should include the following CEML service types:
•
•

•

•

•

•

PA site: abstraction of the service receiving application connection requests from PA
users or SPC transport services and providing a connection as output;
DNS SPC PA: abstraction of a DNS authoritative service for a PA, that receives an IP
search query from a PA site and either provides itself the answer to the query or
forwards the query to the DNS Q-ISP service to which it is connected;
DNS SPC Q-ISP: abstraction of the DNS authoritative service for a Q-ISP and
secondary service for each PA belonging to the Q-ISP. It receives IP search queries
from a DNS SPC PA related to addresses external to the PA and either provides itself
the answer to the query or it forwards the query to the DNS SPC QXN service (in case
of a SPC host) or to a DNS internet service to which it is connected (in case of a SPC
external host);
DNS QXN: abstraction of the DNS authoritative service for a QXN and secondary
service for a Q-ISP. It receives IP search queries from a DNS SPC Q-ISP related to
addresses external to the Q-ISP and it provides an answer to them;
Q-ISP: abstraction of a Q-ISP service, which receives application connection requests
from a PA site or a QXN service, and, by applying some routing policies among its
components, may forward the connection request directly to the target PA site, or to
another Q-ISP, or to a QXN service, or to an external application;
QXN: abstraction of a QXN service, which receives application connection requests
from a Q-ISP service and forwards it to another Q-ISP service.

Also, the model may contain the following CEML user types:
•
•

PA user: abstraction of a PA employee, issuing application connection requests to a
PA site;
External user (or application): abstraction of some external site receiving connection
requests from a Q-ISP.

The messages exchanged are of the following types:
• ConnectionReq: abstraction of an application connection request (e.g., HTTP
message, UDP, FTP, ..)
• DNSquery: abstraction of a DNS query message to solve an IP address from the
logical one
• DNSresult: abstraction of the DNS answer message.
The following table specifies the structure of these message types.
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Table 3 Structure of message types
Message type
ConnectionReq
DNSquery
DNSresult

•
•

Properties
destName
sourceIP

•
•
•

logicalAddress
logicalAddress
IP

The structure and behaviour of each service type is described in the following table.
Table 4 Structure and behaviour of SPC service type
Service
type
PAsite

Properties
•
•

Name
connectionTypes (intranet)

Behaviour
1.
2.

3.

DNS
SPC PA

•

1.

Name

2.
3.

DNS
SPC
Q-ISP

•

1.

Name

2.
3.

DNS
SPC
QXN

•

1.

Name

2.
3.

Q-ISP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name
Role (resp or assignee)
NumberOfPE
NumberOfBRqxToQXN_R
(<=2)
NumberOfBRqxToQXN_M
(<=2)
NumberOfBropo (<=2)
connectionTypes
(intranet,
internet, infranet)
OperationStatus (SPC_error,
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If connectionReq.destName.IP = null Then
send(DNSquery,DNS SPC PA)
If (!connectionReq.destName.IP = null)
and connectionReq.destName.isSPC and
!connectionReq.destName.PAsite.Name =
Name Then send(connectionReq,Q-ISP,
intranet, OPA)
If
!DNSresult=null
Then
connectionReq.destName.IP
=
DNSresult.IP
If !DNSquery.logicalAdress.isOfPA Then
send(DNSquery,DNS SPC Q-ISP)
If DNSquery.logicalAdress.isOfPA Then
execute(DNSquery) and create(DNSresult)
If
!DNSresult=null
Then
send(DNSresult,PAsite)
If
!DNSquery.logicalAdress.isOfQ-ISP
Then send(DNSquery,DNS SPC QXN)
If
DNSquery.logicalAdress.isOfQ-ISP
Then
execute(DNSquery)
and
create(DNSresult)
If !DNSresult=null Then send(DNSresult,
DNS SPC PA)
If !DNSquery.logicalAdress.isOfSPC Then
send(DNSquery,DNS internet)
If DNSquery.logicalAdress.isOfSPC Then
execute(DNSquery) and create(DNSresult)
If
!DNSresult=null
Then
send(DNSresult,DNS SPC Q-ISP)
If
!connectionReq=null
and
NumberOfPE>0
and
connectionReq.destName.PAsite.Name.is
OfQ-ISP
Then
(send(connectionReq,
connectionReq.destName.IP,
intranet,
OPA) or (if Role = resp and
NumberOfBropo>0
Then
send(connectionReq, QXN_R, intranet,
OPO)))
If
!connectionReq=null
and
!connectionReq.destName.PAsite.Name.is
OfQ-ISP
and
OperationStatus
=

31

SPC_working)

3.

4.

5.

6.

QXN

6

•
•
•

Name (Roma, Milano)
NumberOfBRqxn (<=2)
connectionTypes (infranet)

1.

SPC_working
Then
(if
(NumberOfBRqxToQXN_I >0 | QXN_I =
getQXN(connectionReq.destName.IP))
Then
send(connectionReq,
QXN_I,
infranet, OPA)) or (if Role=resp and
NumberOfBropo>0
Then
send(connectionReq, QXN_R, infranet,
OPO))
If
!connectionReq=null
and
!connectionReq.destName.PAsite.Name.is
OfQ-ISP
and
OperationStatus
=
SPC_working
Then
(if
(NumberOfBRqxToQXN_I =0 | QXN_I =
getQXN(connectionReq.destName.IP))
Then
QXN_J
=
QXN_2-I
and
send(connectionReq, QXN_J, infranet,
OPA))
or
(if
Role=resp
and
NumberOfBropo>0
Then
send(connectionReq, QXN_R, infranet,
OPO))
If
NumberOfPE=0
or
(NumberOfBRqxToQXN_R
=0
and
NumberOfBRqxToQXN_M=0)
Then
OperationStatus=SPC_error
If
!connectionReq=null
and
!connectionReq.destName.PAsite.Name.is
OfQ-ISP
and
OperationStatus
=
SPC_error
and
connectionReq.destName.IP.isPublic Then
send(connectionReq, internet)
If
!connectionReq=null
and
NumberOfPE>0
and
connectionReq.destName.isNotSPC Then
(send(connectionReq, internet, OPA) or (if
Role=resp and NumberOfBropo>0 Then
send(connectionReq, QXN_R, infranet,
OPO))
If !connectionReq=null and NumberOf
BRqxn >0 Then (Q-ISP = getQISP(connectionReq.destName.IP) and (if
OPA Then send(connectionReq, QISP,infranet,OPA) and (if OPO Then
send(connectionReq,
QISP_assign,infranet,OPO)

Simulation of SPC using the CEML language

As any other high-level languages, the CEML language cannot be turned into executable
code, without an appropriate software platform. For this reason, we have chosen an existing
simulation platform and we have adapted it to allow simulation of models built using the
CEML language. The adopted platform is CISP, a software platform developed by ENEA [5],
but any agent-based platform can be employed as well (e.g., REPAST [8], NetLogo [9]).
According to the Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [4], a novel paradigm for software
engineering, the CEML language is located at the PIM (Platform Independent Model) layer,
whereas its implementation is located at the PSM (Platform Specific Model) layer.
In the following, we present a simplified scenario inspired by the SPC. The main objective of
this Section is to demonstrate usability of the CEML language in this context.
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6.1 Simulation Test Case: Natural Language Description
A citizen requests a document (such as a certificate of existence) to a Public Administration
(PA) by sending a message. If the PA is in charge of the requested document, it provides it to
the citizen. Otherwise, it sends a request message to another PA asking for the given PA
document. According to the Italian SPC, two PAs cannot communicate directly but only
through a Qualified Internet Service Provider (Q-ISP). Consequently, the first PA (PA1) sends
the request to the Q-ISP which sends another request to another PA (PA2) that can provide the
document. Q-ISP may connect PAs only if the physical network is working properly. In our
example, the availability of the Italian telecommunication network is checked by Q-ISP
before issuing the message. Once PAn receives the request message, it returns the desired
document to the Q-ISP which sends it to PA1. Finally, PA1 delivers the document to the
citizen. For the sake of clearness, here we present an example scenario with only five PA s
and one Q-ISP. Please note that in real life SPC is based on 4 different Q-ISP and some
thousand PAs.
The involved entities in the scenario are the following:
• a citizen, that can be categorized as CEMLUser;
• five Public Administrations (PA1, PA2, PA3, PA4, and PA5), that can be categorized as
CEMLService;
• a technical fault, that can be categorized as CEMLExternalEvent;
• a message, that can be categorized as CEMLMessage;
• a certificate of existence, that can be classified as CEMLResource.
Figure 14 shows a snapshot of the CISP simulator including the CEML model of the SPC
scenario.

Figure 14 Snapshot of CISP simulator including the CEML model of the SPC scenario
Then we present two simple examples of behaviour for the Q-ISP service:
• on (event) request message receipt if (condition) physical network is working
properly then (action) connect PAs;
• on (event) request message receipt if (condition) physical network is not working
properly then (action) return an error message.
6.2 Quality of Service (QoS) in SPC
In this subsection, we present how a property such as the Quality of Service (QoS) of an SPC
scenario can be computed. We take into account all requests qii from PAi to PAj each of them
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characterized by a weight w(qii) representing the relevance of the query from the legal or
economical point of view. The total weight fij of communications between PAi and PAj is
thus
!!" =

!(!)
!∈!!"

Weight could have a generic values in [0,1]; when they are are all unitarian, fij reduces to the
number of the queries between the two involved PAs. The coefficients fij form a matrix table
ℱ measuring the desired flow among all PAs. Since no communication is required from PAi
to itself we set fii=0.
In order to quantify the efficiency of the system one may introduce a performance index
ℰ  consisting of the sum of all positively exited queries:
ℰ=

! ! ! ! ;
!" !∈!!"

where ! ! = 1 if the query exited favorably (i.e., the system provided the desired document) and  ! ! = 0 in
the opposite case. When the system is full operable, all the queries are accomplished and the performance index

ℰ reaches its maximum value ℰ! :
ℰ! =

!!" ,
!"

The performance index allows to define a “Quality of Service”, as the fraction between the
effective performance and its maximum value ℰ! :
ℰ
!"# =
ℰ!
The !"# spans the [0,1] range: when the unity value is achieved, the system properly works;
when lower than unity values are achieved, the service is only partially provided.
When one or ore PAs are physically disconnected from SPC, the system performance is
reduced. If we introduce a !!" with values null or unitary depending from the status of the
connection between PAi and PAj, the performance index becomes:
ℰ=

! ! ! ! =
!" !∈!!"

!!" !!" = !ℛ[ℱ!] ;
!" !∈!!"

where matrix  ! = !!" . Similarly one may evaluate the !"# in the perturbed system.
6.3 Quality of Service: an example
Here we show the resulting !"# for the scenario inspired by the SPC reported in the Figure
14. The simulation platform allows the direct !"# evaluation by the CEMLUser component.
Our example consists of five PAs; the ℱ matrix coefficients have been sampled from a
Poissonian distribution with ! = 100, which corresponds to set the same query rate for each
pair of PAs.
0 1178 203 28 78
63
0
152 306 39
ℱ = 39
7
0
96 66
19 336 293
0
64
40 487
96 271 0
The maximum performance, when the system is properly working, is ℰ! = 3861.
We have applied the same set of queries to the simulated system under different perturbed
connectivities. In other words, we activated the “technical fault” with the different
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perturbations and the “citizen” element 3861 times to generate always the same set of queries;
then “citizen” records statistics of the successful queries and evaluates the !"#.
In the case when a single PA (PAk) is unavailable, the effective performance E of the
perturbed network and related !"# are reported in the Table 5.
Unavailable PA
PA1
PA2
PA3
PA4
PA5

!
!"# (%)
2214
57.3
1293
33.5
2911
75.4
2450
63.4
2722
70.5

Table 5 Performance index and degraded !"# upon unreachability of a single PA.
If pairs of PAs are simultaneously unavailable, the effective performance E and !"!  turn out
to be as in the Table 6.
Unavailable PA
!
!"# (%)
PA1, PA2
884
22.9
PA1, PA3
1502
38.8
PA1, PA4
845
21.9
PA1, PA5
1189
30.8
PA2, PA3
498
12.9
PA2, PA4
521
13.5
PA2, PA5
677
17.5
PA3, PA4
1885
48.8
PA3, PA5
1930
50.0
PA4, PA5
1641
42.5
Table 6 Performance index and degraded !"# upon unreachability of PA pairs
The reported SPC case shows a simple application of the framework to a real context. We
have verified the correctness of our numerical results by analytical calculation of the !"# on
the basis of the system’s topology.
7

Conclusions

A methodological approach to the conceptualization and the simulation of a real case study,
namely, the Italian Public Connectivity System (SPC) has been presented. The described
framework has a general character and may be in principle applied to any complex
infrastructure providing an ICT based service.
First we a provided a general specification of the SPC using the UML language, which
represents a standard de facto in the engineering and modeling community. Second we have
defined the CEML that is a specialization of the SysML language to the critical infrastructures
and specifically to the ICT sector. The CEML language is conceived to easy the agent-based
simulation modeling which in turn allow for a real time analysis of the infrastructures. A
simulation platform is often used as both decision support system or as an instrument to test
reengineering of the infrastructure. Here preliminary implementation results are provided just
the usability of such approach.
The specific tools (i.e., CEML and CISP) presented in this deliverable are those directly
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developed and available at ENEA, nevertheless any other languages and software tools may
be adopted as well. To the best of our knowledge a holistic solution, involving
conceptualization guidelines, a modeling language, and an agent-based simulator is not
available yet.
As already mentioned in the introduction, a proper test case analysis would also require real
data acquisition and therefore some experimental measurements on the testing infrastructure.
Since DigitPA withdrew the project before the completion of this foreseen activity, the
numerical analysis of the test case has been limited to a simplified example just inspired by
the SPC.
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Glossary
Basic Interoperability Service. The basic interoperability service allows the exchange of
email messages by means of the protocols permitted by the security policies defined in the
SPC, by the PA rules and conformant with the Internet Protocol Suite.
Bridge router. A Bridge Router or brouter is a network device that works as a bridge and as a
router. The brouter routes packets for known protocols and simply forwards all other packets
as a bridge would (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridge_router).
Connectivity Service. The connectivity service category includes the services for
data/multimedia objects and voice transmission allowing PAs to exchange documents among
the, and between PAs and citizens or enterprises. This category includes both transport
services and basic interoperability service.
DNS (Domain Name System). The Domain Name System is a hierarchical distributed
naming system for computers, services, or any resource connected to the Internet or a private
network. It associates various information with domain names assigned to each of the
participating entities. Most importantly, it translates domain names meaningful to humans
into the numerical identifiers associated with networking equipment for the purpose of
locating and addressing these devices worldwide (see http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Domain_Name_System).
DNS SPC PA. The DNS SPC PA is the DNS authoritative service for a PA, that receives an
IP search query from a PA site and either provides itself the answer to the query or forwards
the query to the DNS Q-ISP service to which it is connected.
DNS SPC Q-ISP. The DNS SPC Q-ISP is the DNS authoritative service for a Q-ISP and the
secondary service for each PA belonging to the Q-ISP. It receives IP search queries from a
DNS SPC PA related to addresses external to the PA and either provides itself the answer to
the query or it forwards the query to the DNS SPC QXN service (in case of a SPC host) or to
a DNS internet service to which it is connected (in case of a SPC external host).
DNS QXN. The DNS QXN is the DNS authoritative service for a QXN and the secondary
service for a Q-ISP. It receives IP search queries from a DNS SPC Q-ISP related to addresses
external to the Q-ISP and it provides an answer to them
MDA (Model Driven Architecture). MDA is a software design approach for the
development of software systems. It provides a set of guidelines for the structuring of
specifications, which are expressed as models. Model-driven architecture is a kind of domain
engineering, and supports model-driven engineering of software systems. It was launched by
the Object Management Group (OMG) in 2001 (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modeldriven_architecture).
PA Site. The PA Site is the service receiving application connection requests from PA users
or SPC transport services and providing a connection as output.
Sistema Pubblico di Connettività (i.e., Public Connectivity System) (SPC): The Sistema
Pubblico di Connettività is defined as the set of technological infrastructures and technical
rules for development, integration and diffusion of information and data of the Public
Administration.
Q-ISP: The Q-ISP is the service, which receives application connection requests from a PA
site or a QXN service, and, by applying some routing policies among its components, may
forward the connection request directly to the target PA site, or to another Q-ISP, or to a QXN
service, or to an external application
QXN: The QXN is the service, which receives application connection requests from a Q-ISP
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service and forwards it to another Q-ISP service.
Security Service. The security service category is an abstract service including the following:
VPN management, firewall and NAT management, content filtering, burglar alarm systems,
events monitoring, hardening systems, vulnerability verification, and maintenance.
SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture). In software engineering, a Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) is a set of principles and methodologies for designing and developing
software in the form of interoperable services. These services are well-defined business
functionalities that are built as software components (discrete pieces of code and/or data
structures) that can be reused for different purposes. SOA design principles are used during
the phases of systems development and integration. (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serviceoriented_architecture)
Transport Service: The transport services are the services allowing PAs to access and
communicate via IP in the three contexts considered by SPC: Intranet, Infranet, and Internet.
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